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What is a Blog?
1. Year
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4. Noun
5. Adjective
6. Plural Noun
7. Plural Noun
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9. Noun
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11. Adjective
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14. Noun
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What is a Blog?
A blog is short for 'web log', a form of journal keeping on the internet which first began in
guy named

First name

like recipes,

Plural noun

. People write blogs about their daily activities, problems,

Name of a person

commentary on President Bush's

Noun

or their

by a

Year

or on

Adjective

warming, or they can write about things

. One popular form of blogging consists of posting

Plural noun

photographs or videos that they have made while on vacation or funny things that their pet did, like
Verb ending in ing

a

Noun

while jumping 10 feet straight up in the air. Blogs are often integrated

into social interaction websites, such as Myspace and Yahoo 360. In Yahoo 360, for example, you run into
people with names like

Proper noun

your photos of your recent vacation to

Man, and Lady of the

Noun

. You can post

or even your very personal

Noun

poetry. There

Adjective

Location

is a section where you can write reviews of your favorite
Adjective

noun

Proper noun

food. You can share lists of your favorite books, music,

. For example, if you were interested in

Noun

Album or restaurant serving
Plural noun

and

Plural

you'd be able to attract other people who like to

do that. So it's about sharing your interests and discussing your everyday problems and making friends. It's really
Adjective

you should try it!
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